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Dear Sally 

 

Re: Payment of ‘working through COVID’ bonus for labour hire workers  

 

Coal mineworkers have continued working throughout the pandemic over the last 18 months, often in 

stressful and changing circumstances. This has allowed our industry to keep operating during a period of 

historically high resource prices.  

 

We welcome BHP’s recognition of workers’ contribution through a ‘points’ system, with workers awarded 

$500 worth (or more) of points they can use to purchase a range of items as a gesture of thanks.  

 

We understand that this recognition has gone to BHP and Operations Services employees, however the 

large number of labour hire employees working on BHP mines have received no such recognition.  

 

As you know, labour hire workers perform the same roles on the same crews as permanent BHP 

employees – in some cases they are the majority of workers on a crew.  

 

Their exclusion from the ‘working through COVID’ recognition scheme is a slap in the face for their hard 

work during this time, without which BHP’s mines would have been unable to continue operating. Our 

labour hire members, many of whom have worked at BHP mines for many years, have expressed their 

enormous disappointment that their commitment has not been recognised.  

 

While BHP is not the direct employer of labour hire workers on your sites, BHP does direct the work and 

control the work environment for these employees. It would be easy to extend this reward program to 

include labour hire workers, similar to how BHP do at some sites for other bonus systems. The gesture 

would serve to lessen the divisive workplace culture on site and the widespread cynicism about BHP’s 

rhetoric about being ‘one team’.  
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We hope you will give genuine consideration to your labour hire workforce at this time.  

 

Regards 

 
MITCH HUGHES 

Senior Vice President 

 

 

 


